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Rediscovering the “Back-and-Forthness” of  
Rhetoric in the Age of YouTube

Web 2.0 applications such as YouTube have made it likely that students participate 
in online back-and-forth exchanges that influence their rhetorical literacy. Because of 
the back-and-forth nature of online communities, we turn to the procedural, critical, 
and progressive qualities of dialectic as a means of accounting for what makes public 
deliberation effective and how we can teach students to deliberate.

On September 17, 2007, about two minutes after forcibly removing Uni-
versity of Florida (UF) senior Andrew Meyer from the microphone at a town 
hall meeting with Senator John Kerry, UF Police subdued Meyer by zapping 
him with 50,000 volts from a taser gun. Within hours amateur digital video 
of the incident, filmed by friends of Meyer and other witnesses, went viral on 
the Web, particularly on YouTube, the popular video sharing website, where 
over 160 video clips of the tasering have been posted, making Meyer’s plaintive 
“Don’t tase me, bro!” an instant national catch-phrase. Within twenty-four 

There is no such thing as conversation. It is an illusion. There 
are intersecting monologues, that is all. 

—Rebecca West, The Harsh Voice (1935)
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hours, media commentators and viewers took sides on the issue. While some 
argued that Meyer deserved it when he resisted arrest, others argued he had 
been a First Amendment victim of police brutality. Amazingly, considering 
the media shelf life of such conversations, a month later on YouTube people 
were still writing comments. By October 26, the video of the Passion of Meyer 
posted by the Gainsville Sun had received nearly two million views and twenty-
five thousand comments, including one offered by user “hottguy7”: “Did I miss 
the memo that America was now communist?” 

Perhaps we all miss the memo when we ignore the way online technologies 
influence literacy practices, as Cynthia L. Selfe and Kathleen Blake Yancey have 
warned us. The online agora changes so fast we almost have no way as teachers 
to respond without sounding dated. Though the World Wide Web may have 
been designed as a tool for reading, it is now more than ever a tool for writing, 
thanks to new media literacy and the bottom-up, participatory, and literate 
cultures that use emergent technologies to form publics through the back 
and forth process of online exchange (Jenkins). This kind of “interactivity,” as 
it has been called by scholars of the Web, presents a provocative challenge to 
the academic essay (Warnick 69). 

In this article we seek to rediscover what we call the back-and-forthness 
of rhetoric for what it may contribute to curricular developments in the age of 
digital deliberation. We see our project not only as a contribution to Yancey’s 
call for us to move beyond the “writing classroom” but also as a response to 
the participatory culture that has grown up around new websites popular with 
our students. Because of the back and forth nature of online communities, we 
turn to the procedural, critical, and progressive qualities of dialectic as a means 
of accounting for what makes public deliberation effective. To make this case 
we offer a brief content analysis of the dialogue that ensued on YouTube after 
Andrew Meyer experienced the body electric. In the midst of dismissive, silly, 
vulgar, irrational, or incoherent user comments, we discovered an inchoate, 
emergent public discussion on an issue that should matter to anyone concerned 
about free speech and public deliberation. 

We suggest, then, that one way we can anticipate and complement stu-
dents’ online literacies is to teach the back-and-forthness of rhetoric—the often 
informal, messy process of exchange that takes place when two or more people 
argue with each other over public issues. To be clear, we are not talking about 
the dialectic students assume when they write an essay in the school genres. 
We are talking about an actual dialectic that requires students to write to other 
students, respond to other students, and write yet again in an argument that 
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could potentially go on forever, like the comment thread of a YouTube video. 
Such a pedagogy could potentially acclimate students to a public ecology in 
which the single-authored, one-time essay has lost its significance. Rediscov-
ering the back-and-forthness of rhetoric could help students understand that 
we analyze so we can argue, and we write so we can be read and responded to. 
This back-and-forthness is at the core of civic literacy in the age of YouTube. 

I. The Dialectical Origins of Back-and-Forth Rhetoric
In Deliberative Conflict, Patricia Roberts-Miller argues that the teaching of 
public argument has fallen on hard times because we do not make our political 
assumptions clear in the assignments we give. She concludes that teachers of 
argument need to stay connected to theories and practices of public discourse 
to help students develop the habits of mind and practical skills necessary “to 
argue with people who disagree with them” about important public issues (110). 
Though deliberation can be a productive frame of reference for teaching argu-
ment, we are continually challenged by the confines of the writing classroom 
(and its compelling administrations) when we attempt to apply the principles 
of public argument to our pedagogy. 

One of these challenges circulates implicitly through Roberts-Miller’s 
text, though she does not acknowledge it explicitly: the need to teach public 
argument as a process that requires two or more people engaged in the back-
and-forthness of rhetoric. By back-and-forthness we mean to invoke the demo-
cratic process of deliberation assumed by the political theorists mentioned in 
Roberts-Miller’s text such as John Dewey and Iris Marion Young. Dewey focuses 
on public argument as something that happens in actually existing publics, in 
the face-to-face, back and forth oral engagement that takes place in real time 
when we come together to argue in the immediate presence of interlocutors. 
In The Public and Its Problems, Dewey suggested that the metaphoric conver-
sation of print is inferior to the give and take of face-to-face interaction, since 
“the winged words conversation in immediate intercourse have a vital import 
lacking in the fixed and frozen words of written speech” (Dewey 371).

In making this statement, perhaps Dewey reveals a nostalgia for a nonex-
istent, simpler time in community relations. Nevertheless, we suggest that be-
cause of advancements in online discourse, Dewey’s critique of print discourse 
deserves careful scrutiny. Writing in 1922, Dewey claimed that public inquiry 
perhaps began with the press, but it culminated in “face to face relationships 
by means of direct give and take. Logic in its fulfillment recurs to the primitive 
sense of the word: dialogue. Ideas which are not communicated, shared, and 
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reborn in expression are but soliloquy, and soliloquy is but broken and imperfect 
thought” (371). Carrying the idea further, he argued that written discourse leads 
to publics that remain “partially informed and formed” until arguments can 
circulate “by word of mouth from one to another in the communications of the 
local community” (371–72). We encounter a similar argument in Jurgen Haber-
mas’s history of the public sphere. In Structural Transformations of the Public 
Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois Society, Habermas explains that 
the press may have made possible critical-rational debate in the public sphere, 
but the “literature,” broadly conceived to include all printed discourse, had to 
“legitimate itself ” in the face-to-face discussions that took place among bour-
geois equals in the coffee houses, salons, and literary societies of Europe (33). 
Despite the criticism that both Dewey and Habermas champion an idealized 
oral dialogue, deliberative theorists in the last quarter of the twentieth century 
for the most part have followed their lead in assuming, with Benjamin Barber, 
that conversation is the “basic art of civility” (Barber 183). In this approach 
written discourse is relegated to a resource in the same way a book in Oprah’s 
Book Club is used: it’s what we read before we get together to engage in the 
real work of democracy: back-and-forth talk in real time. 

When Dewey wrote that print is not participatory, he invoked what David 
Olsen calls the “autonomous discourse” perspective of writing (qtd. in Ong 77). 
Unlike oral speech, a written text cannot be directly challenged. “After absolutely 
total and devastating refutation,” writes Ong about written text, “it says exactly 
the same thing as before” (78). In using this language, Ong echoes Socrates’ 
critique of writing in the Phaedrus: “If you question anything that has been 
said because you want to learn more, it continues to signify just that very same 
thing forever,” just like a painting (Nienkamp 275e). Though Ong uses Plato’s 
critique against him by demonstrating that the deadness of the word leads to 
its ultimate endurance beyond speech, the critique still stands, if only because 
on a simple level Plato is essentially correct: there is an immediacy in speech, 
a face-to-face answerability, that it seems a text cannot imitate. 

Those who favor oral over written public deliberation do so not because 
they feel writing cannot be made “public,” but because we cannot engage with 
writing as intimately and immediately as we can in face-to-face dialogue. Plato’s 
concern about writing was not that it would be silent, because almost all writ-
ing in classical times (by logographers, for example) was eventually performed 
orally (Enos 16; see also Ong 113). Rather, his concern, as we experience it 
dramatically through Socrates and his dialogues, is with the unanswerability 
of any kind of monologue, particularly long-winded oratorical speeches. In 
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the Protagoras, we find Prodicus trying to mediate between Socrates’ staccato 
questions and Protagoras’ unanswerable monologues by telling Protagoras that 
he “must not let out full sail in the wind and leave the land behind to disappear 
into the Sea of Rhetoric” (Nienkamp 338b). The “Sea of Rhetoric” metaphor 
condemns the sophist’s unilateral speechifying because Plato did not trust 
monologues. Without the ability to question, challenge, and refute a speaker, 
an audience is left with the minimal role of either assenting to or rejecting an 
argument. Richard Leo Enos explains that “Plato expresses great concern about 
writing because he felt that it destroyed the dynamic and interactive exchange 
that took place in the (necessarily) oral deliberations of dialectic” (28). On the 
“Sea of Rhetoric,” speaker and spoken-to are as two ships passing in the night. 

Rhetoricians have rejected Plato’s belief that authentic dialectic leads the 
soul to eternal truth. At the same time, some preserve the distinction between 
rhetoric and back-and-forthness. Aristotle declared rhetoric the antistrophe of 
dialectic in the first sentence of On Rhetoric, and though no one seems to be 
sure exactly what that means, we have come to accept that Aristotle thought 
they differed in form, audience, and purpose. As Brad McAdon explains, dia-
lectic is a process of back and forth communication between intelligent people 
through “arguing and discussion, questions and answers” based on commonly 
held opinions about what makes an argument reasonable (128). Because its 
participants can stop the conversation, back it up, suspend a proposition in 
thin air for analysis, the dialectic for the Aristotelian is more thorough in its 
“investigations” than other means of communication (143). Rhetorical speeches, 
on the other hand, are for people who cannot understand a complex argument, 
a type of people who cannot be trusted to “delve into the difficulties of the 
problems behind an issue” (McAdon 144). The job of the rhetorical audience 
is to listen intently and pass judgment at the end of the speech by accepting or 
rejecting the enthymematic argument of the speaker’s monologue. 

Rhetoricians more sanguine than Aristotle about both rhetoric and de-
mocracy nevertheless continue the tradition of drawing a line between rhetoric 
and back-and-forthness, and in some instances they suggest as McAdon does 
that dialectic leads to more secure opinions because of the answerability factor. 
In a special issue of Argumentation in 2000, Michael Leff argues that rhetoric, 
as uninterrupted discourse, helps establish situations in which reasoned argu-
ment—the “unmediated interaction” of dialectic—can proceed (252). In other 
words, dialectic picks up where rhetoric leaves off and advances the cause of 
discovering whether arguments are reasonable and their warrants justified. 
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II. Dialectic in Composition Studies 
Compositionists flatly reject this dichotomy and the conflating of writing with 
the pejorative monologue. In Dialogue, Dialectic, and Conversation, Gregory C. 
Clark contributes to the work of Karen LeFevre, Kenneth Bruffee, and others 
when he argues that writing can be not only dialogic—a cooperative process 
between two or more people conscious of each other—but also dialectical, since 
it “enables people to construct together assumptions and agreements they can 
share” (xvi). Following in the tradition of Mikhail Bakhtin, Clark advocates a 
written dialectic as the essential modus of rhetoric for democracy. Through 
the “constant, collaborative exchange” of socially situated writing, aided by the 
way writing lets us go beyond “the immediate boundaries of time and place,” 
we “revise and refine what we know” by the enthymematic negotiations of our 
prose (26). The concept of discourse communities and collaborative writing 
helps us teach students that “what we write or read is thus necessarily con-
nected to what others have written and read before” (Clark 48). 

Since the social turn, then, we have been comfortable casting aside the 
idea that student essays represent well-intentioned monologues performed for 
an audience of one—the instructor. Student essays can, in fact, be dialectical 
when they practice an open-ended, ever-questioning “art of wondering,” as 
William A. Covino advises us, which is a way to keep the academic essay from 
closing in on itself. More recently the word public has replaced community as 
the metaphor that describes the way students write within conversations to 
create what W. Michele Simmons and Jeffrey T. Grabill describe as a “robust 
civic rhetoric”—a place where “no document is singly authored, no speech a 
solo performance” (442). We notice, too, that these discussions proceed from 
assumptions about political theory and civic engagement, a productive develop-
ment Roberts-Miller encouraged in Deliberate Conflict. We celebrate the idea 
that our students can listen to public conversations and enter them with their 
own arguments, “suspending,” to use Clark’s word, their essays in a dialectical 
network of other arguments that represent contemporary, crucial tensions in 
public discourse as it moves along its wobbly way through history. 

As composition teachers, we have no quarrel with this approach. In fact, 
we endorse it as one of many ways we can make writing significant to students 
as professional and public agents, engaged in deliberation about issues that 
matter to us all. However, we wish to draw attention to the difference between 
“argument” and “argumentation,” a distinction used more often by rhetoricians 
in communication studies (Willard; Zarefsky). In his review of composition 
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studies at the turn of the century, Richard Fulkerson suggests that though seeing 
college writing as an argument is widespread, scholarship on argumentation 
in our field is lacking (672). Roberts-Miller also sees a difference, arguing that 
“everything might be an argument”—a subtle reference to the popular textbook 
by Lunsford and Ruszkiewicz—“but not everything is argumentation” (225). 
What’s the difference? 

We suggest that the difference is in the level of direct engagement with 
one or more interlocutors in a process that resembles the classical dialectic, 
if only in its back-and-forthness. In their encyclopedia entries on the subject, 
both Charles Willard and David Zarefsky distinguish between argument as a 
product (artifacts, units of proof, texts), as something you make or do; and argu-
ment as a process or procedure, as something you have with someone else that 
resembles either casual conversation or critical, rule-governed dialectic. In the 
product approach to argument, we write or speak arguments enthymematically 
by anticipating resistance from the audience, resistance that may or may not 
come back to us in the form of questions or counter-claims. On the receiving 
end of product-based argument, we read or hear arguments and analyze them 
for their persuasiveness and accept or reject their claims on us. A procedural 
argument, on the other hand, “proceeds” dialectically between or among indi-
viduals in a more intimate method of proposition, question, and answer, often 
in real-time, to arrive at, or at least approach, secure positions (Kastely 221). 

While we reject with other compositionists the claim that writing is 
mere product, we suggest that our teaching of argument would benefit from 
crosspollination with argumentation, or more specifically with dialectic. We 
indeed encourage students to read arguments and make arguments, but we 
can also invite them to have arguments and to engage in argumentation with 
others so they can learn how to negotiate meaning in the way Clark describes. 
Students often participate in “dialogue, dialectic, and conversation” by listen-
ing to the Burkean parlor talk in professional or public discourse, analyzing 
that discourse, and then writing arguments directed to either the teacher or 
to Walter Ong’s fictional audience—not, generally, to the actual writers of the 
original arguments they respond to. In this process “dialogue” or “conversation” 
tends to be more metaphorical than actual; the word intertextuality, a term 
some of Bakhtin’s translators use instead of dialogue, connotes a relationship 
among texts suspended in print rather than a dialogue in the traditional sense 
(Ewald 332; see also Walzer). In addition to this necessary practice of listening 
to experts and writing arguments to the teacher, we recommend that we teach 
dialectical exercises that require students to write short arguments back and 
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forth to each other to simulate the kind of immediate and answerable delibera-
tion made possible by online forums. 

In addition, we see this practice as distinct from the back-and-forthness of 
peer review or class discussion (either on- or off-line) for reasons that relate back 
to the benefits of dialectic as it is often defined. By presenting these benefits, 
we wish to play on the instability of the term itself (see Kastely 225) and offer a 
pragmatic approach that weaves together the qualities of dialectic that we find 
most useful for teachers of rhetoric in the age of digital back-and-forthness. 
We see three reasons for adopting dialectical principles in writing activities. 

First, dialectic can increase answerability and engagement because it is 
considered a procedural argument in which two or more people participate in 
a discussion governed by rules, such as turn taking. Participants agree, often 
tacitly, to stay on task and explore one topic for the nonce, giving it a full hearing, 
taking it as far as it goes, remaining focused as a commitment to each other to 
give an issue a fair and thorough hearing. Dialectical participants are prepared 
to listen carefully to someone else’s reasons, pose concerns about another’s 
argument, give their own best reasons, take turns talking or writing, and be 
answerable to the other(s) (Zarefsky 35). A dialectical procedure can be intimate 
and engaging in a different way than an argument essay. It invites students to 
exercise aspects of their rhetorical literacy in one activity—listening, focus-
ing, claim-making, question-posing, analyzing, revising, challenging, delaying 
judgment, and negotiating. Ultimately procedural rhetoric is a commitment to 
engage with other known interlocutors who, in turn, agree to engage with you.

Second, unlike dialogue or conversation, dialectic is a critical practice in 
that it invites participants to test the strength of the arguments they present. 
With the advances of scholarship in informal reasoning and rhetorical per-
spectives of argumentation, the field of argument analysis has been opened to 
approaches that do not follow the rules of reasoning established by classical or 
Enlightenment rhetoricians, who likely believed that such rules mirrored the 
eternal order and nature of things. A norm is a standard or principle we accept 
as authoritative. For dialecticians in the tradition of Habermas, these norms 
are universally valid for all hearers, making possible a consensus around the 
forceless “power of the better argument,” as Habermas famously put it (54). The 
pragma-dialecticians have held to this point diligently: “A difference of opinion 
can only be resolved in accordance with a critical philosophy of reasonableness” 
(van Eemeren and Grootendorst 50). 

No doubt this kind of talk is likely to turn off writing teachers trained in 
rhetoric who have long accepted what the pragma-dialecticians pejoratively call 
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“anthropological” reasonableness—that the validity of arguments is “culture-
bound” and audience-contingent (van Eemeren and Grootendorst 14). As a 
field we doubt the existence of universal rational principles, and that all that 
talk about the “force of the better argument” is seen as code for the “force of 
the argument of the white male subject” (Roberts-Miller). We do not have to 
accept Habermasian universal rationality or even the normative principles of 
informal logic to teach argumentation as a critical exercise. The point is that 
argumentation must be something more than the intersecting monologues of 
opinions we often experience in public discourse. In the conclusion to The New 
Rhetoric: A Treatise on Argumentation, Chaim Perelman and Lucie Olbrechts-
Tyteca make this point powerfully: just because arguments about social, moral, 
and political issues elude the (supposed) certainty of logic or science doesn’t 
mean we cannot have grounded discussions about “what opinions are to be 
preferred to others” and whether or not that preference is “based on generally 
accepted criteria” (511). We find the strength of an argument not by applying 
universal criteria but by putting it to the test through dialectical argumentation. 

For Dewey, one of the forces that threatened to “eclipse” the public was 
the never-ending flow of uninformed personal opinion in public discourse. 
Beyond the mere expression of opinion, public interlocutors need “to pos-
sess conceptions which are used as tools of directed inquiry and which are 
tested, rectified and caused to grow in actual use” (Dewey 340). Public debate 
requires “reasoned conviction” for individuals, institutions, and practices to 
move from static positions to dynamic action (319). Citizens must be taught 
critical-thinking skills not only for their self-defense against charlatans but to 
increase their ability to perform arguments in writing and speaking with sound 
reasons that others would accept. Though a dialectic need not be technical, its 
participants should be engaged in trying to discover what should be considered 
reasonable and what shouldn’t, what should be accepted and what shouldn’t, 
what should be considered a good reason for making public decisions and 
what shouldn’t. Michael Leff would call this informal view of argumentation 
“a hybrid conception of dialectic” because it negotiates “between logic and 
rhetoric, or more properly, between strictly propositional views of rationality 
and strictly instrumental views of persuasion” (242). This process may indeed be 
informal and negotiated through rhetorical strategies, but interlocutors focus 
on “local norms of reasonableness”—those standards determined contextually 
and socially that help determine good arguments from bad ones (Hauser 52). 
Richard Fulkerson seems to think that this critical role has not been a priority 
for compositionists, and there may be some merit to that (672).
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The third benefit of practicing informal dialectic is more difficult to de-
scribe but no less important—it is that the back-and-forthness of rhetoric can 
be progressive in ways that traditional essay arguments cannot be. Perelman and 
Olbrechts-Tyteca write that “there is indeed no doubt that the single hearer, hav-
ing the opportunity to ask questions and raise objections, gets the impression 
that the arguments he eventually accepts are more solidly supported than the 
conclusions of a speaker who unfolds his arguments in sustained discourse.” 
Conviction, in this case, follows from “close confrontation of his thought with 
that of the speaker” (36). Furthermore, Kenneth Burke believed that dialectic 
contributed to the “maturing of one another by the give and take of question 
and answer,” and that this kind of exchange was ideal for “reconciling oppo-
sites” and “transcending” individual positions (53). Even if positions are not 
transcended and consensus is not reached, back and forth rhetoric can be a 
progressive educator for participants, bringing them “to a higher understand-
ing by an engaged method of question and answer” (Kastely 221) or at least an 
understanding of stasis, what is at issue. In other words, progress, in terms of an 
argument, does not need to be measured by whether one interlocutor KO’d the 
other or whether they finally agreed—call that the Crossfire assessment of back-
and-forthness. The value of an argument is what we learn about ourselves, our 
interlocutors, the topic, and reasoning itself through back and forth rhetoric. 

III. Back-and-Forthness of Online Publics
We have argued that the historical tension between dialectic and rhetoric can 
be understood, not in simple dichotomies of monologue/dialogue or speaking/
writing, but in terms of engagement—in terms of the opportunities interlocu-
tors have to respond to each other, ideally more than once. We have suggested 
that students should have the opportunity to write arguments to each other in 
a way that makes their arguing more answerable and procedural, more critical 
and progressive. We believe this is reflective of what democracy often requires 
of its citizens: the ability and will to “argue with, rather than at, one another” 
when there are differences of opinion (Roberts-Miller 86). One may wonder 
about the timing of such an argument. Why complicate the teaching of argu-
ment now by introducing some new approach that seems to run counter to 
our most common practices as teachers of writing? In this section we hope to 
answer this question by presenting evidence of how new media technologies 
are changing the way common citizens meet and deliberate. 

As our students spend more time on Web 2.0, we can anticipate new 
argumentation literacies that will undoubtedly emerge from the hours logged 
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by students when they’re off the academic clock. In her conference address to 
CCCC in 2004, Kathleen Blake Yancey argued that we must be aware of how 
students’ out-of-class writing extends “beyond and around the single path 
from student to teacher” in ways that create “writing publics” with their own 
convection currents of rhetorical discourse (311). Because of the rise of online 
deliberation in writing publics, we will benefit from discovering (or rediscover-
ing) the back-and-forthness of rhetoric in the age of YouTube. 

When it comes to democracy and the Web, Henry Jenkins and David 
Thorburn warn us against adopting “the rhetoric of inevitability,” the all-too-
hopeful argument that new media will inevitably lead to a more democratic 
society (5). In addition to the fact that socioeconomics continue to influence 
access, online applications often lead us to filter out alternative voices and 
cocoon ourselves in enclaves of like-minded people, creating cyberbalkaniza-
tion and limited argument pools (Downey 120–21; Sunstein 65).The endless 
variety of the Web makes genuinely public spaces and public deliberation less 
likely. Anonymity, too, makes it easier for us to be uncivil, at times even vile, to 
others. In addition, in spite of the horizontal growth of the Web as a user-based 
tool, massive corporations dominate online applications through acquisitions, 
advertising, branding, and viral dissemination, leading to apolitical “micro 
publics of brand culture” made up of voluntary associations formed around 
commercial messages meant not to serve the public interest but to serve “the 
brand’s environment of consumption” (Nightingale 196). Clearly the Web has 
not brought the Golden Day of democracy.

And yet there is also little doubt that the Web has made possible demo-
cratic activity, even radical democratic activity, in ways unimaginable ten or 
more years ago. Web 2.0, as much a descriptor of social activity as technological 
advancement, has made it possible for private citizens to influence public dis-
course and even commercial behaviors by forming loosely affiliated networks, 
called “adhocracies” by Cory Doctorow, that push the public agenda from the 
bottom up (Jenkins). These adhocracies can wield real power through the cas-
cades of information they help organize and disseminate through technological 
and rhetorical means. The Web encourages those who feel disempowered or 
disenfranchised to make meaningful contributions to “massive, coordinated 
digital networks of activists” participating rhetorically in public debates with-
out any state intervention and without having to catch the attention of more 
traditional mass media (Dahlgren 64). Organizations such as the Center for 
Deliberative Democracy and the National Council for Dialogue and Delibera-
tion have performed promising experiments with online back-and-forthness 
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among heterogeneous rank-and-file citizens whose exchange of arguments has 
led to political wisdom (Sunstein 93). 

Web 2.0 has made it more likely that students are writing arguments and 
participating in argumentation in their spare time on websites that connect 
people through similar interests (or not) and give them the option to respond 
to each other, much like class discussion boards and listservs do. Because of 
these emerging adhocracies and online publics, we can and should teach argu-
mentation as a procedure involving critical listening and responding, and then 
receiving, listening, and responding again. This informal dialectic is central 
to effective public discourse; through its procedural, critical, and progressive 
practices, we can help correct the often incessant crossing of intersecting 
monologues that passes for online dialogue. 

To illustrate the opportunities for teaching the back-and-forthness of 
rhetoric, we offer a brief content analysis of the online “dialogue” that occurred 
on YouTube after University of Florida student Andrew Meyer was tased by 
university police. This issue will have likely long faded from public memory 
by the time this article finds its way into print, but it is a good example of the 
kind of convergence culture (Jenkins’s term) emerging from Web 2.0: the conflu-
ence of (1) an incident with political importance, (2) the digital filming of that 
incident, (3) the posting of the digital film in various edited incarnations, (4) 
the online viral transmission of the film, (5) the coverage in national media, 
and (6) the back and forth responses of regular viewers to the video on You-
Tube. We proceed, however, with some trepidation. It is difficult to determine 
what kind of “public” emerges from the casual exchanges of total strangers, 
functioning under often megalomaniacal pseudonyms (e.g., “ZombieGirlSin,” 
“MrKickyourbutt”), with nothing in common but an interest in a video clip. 
One wonders what such exchanges actually mean to citizens, sitting at their 
computers late at night, or what their arguments actually produce in terms of 
public judgment. We doubt there’s much research we could turn to for answers. 

Taking a more sympathetic and generous view, we can begin to see such 
adhocratic deliberations as rhetorical moments when private citizens can con-
gregate in a rhetorical space and engage in argumentation about issues of con-
troversy (in addition to issues of frivolity) and thereby hopefully sharpen their 
understanding of the issues. For the past few years scholars of communication 
have taken such online exchanges seriously for what they teach us about Web 
back-and-forthness. Of particular interest has been the ways in which online 
arguments deviate from ideal deliberative models like pragma-dialectics (We-
ger Jr. and Aakhus 25). Though online arguments tend to employ ad hominem 
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attacks and dismissive one-liners more than face-to-face exchanges do, Weger, 
Jr. and Aakhus have discovered that participating in online arguments exposes 
interlocutors to alternative viewpoints, more expansive argument pools, and 
emergent publics (36; see also Albrecht). The excitement of seeing your writing 
appear online is surpassed when someone responds with agreement or chal-
lenge and a back and forth ensues with each turn at post calling on a writer’s 
ability to understand, analyze, and invent “next action in response” (Drew 168). 
This kind of argumentation can be more engaging for a writer than inventing 
audiences and assuming a dialogue with sources frozen in academic print.

To determine what shape online back-and-forthness might take, and 
to prepare to suggest some kind of prescription for teaching students how 
to engage in informal dialectical writing, we analyzed the first five hun-
dred comments posted on the YouTube video clip of Meyer’s tasing posted 
by the Gainsville Sun. (You can find the clip at http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=6bVa6jn4rpE.) Those familiar with YouTube know that some of the 
most popular videos shared on the site have little public value, even though 
watching people blow up Diet Coke bottles with breath mints has its own 
rewards. But in 2007 YouTube stepped into the realm of public discourse by 
co-sponsoring with CNN the primary presidential debates, some of which at-
tracted over four million viewers. The videos of Meyer getting tased presented 
an opportunity for ordinary citizens to make arguments about free speech, 
police force, civility, ethos, and the normative standards of public forums.

Readers can consult the Wikipedia article “University of Florida Taser 
Incident” for the full story, but a short summary might help here. On Sep-
tember 17, 2007, near the end of Senator John Kerry’s town hall forum at the 
University of Florida (UF), Andrew Meyer, a journalism major, demanded to 
ask a few questions after the moderator had nearly closed the forum. Standing 
at a microphone on the right-hand side of the stage, Meyer asked three sort 
of long-winded questions about the 2004 election, the war in Iraq, and Yale’s 
secret society Skull and Bones before his microphone was cut off. As soon as 
his mic was cut, the UF police began to muscle Meyer out of the auditorium, 
even though he had done very little beyond being sort of a nuisance with his 
questions. This YouTube video is particularly germane to our discussion of 
back-and-forthness because it shows Meyer trying to engage in a dialectical 
exchange with a U.S. senator who had enjoyed at least an hour on the “Sea of 
Rhetoric” while giving a speech to the students. As Meyer was being carted 
away, Kerry himself encouraged the police officers to let him answer Meyer’s 
questions, but the back and forth was cut short two minutes later when Meyer 
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was tased for not complying with his arrest. The incident was filmed by several 
witnesses including Clarissa Jessup, a student unknown to Meyer to whom he’d 
given his digital camera to film his questions. After-incident commentary was 
divided among those who believed Meyer had staged the event as a performance 
prank, those who believed Meyer deserved to be tased for being disruptive, 
and those who argued that the police had been excessive in their use of force 
against someone trying to ask honest questions. These perspectives and more 
were richly represented on the comment thread we followed for this article.

We began our reading of this thread with the assumption that we wouldn’t 
find much in the way of civic discourse or back-and-forthness. Our experience 
with YouTube and other online venues had not done much to suggest that 
online discourse could be critical and progressive, though we are now familiar 
with several studies that demonstrate that it can be possible, with the right 
conditions (see Holt; Iyengar, Luskin, and Fishkin; Weger Jr. and Aakhus). After 
selecting the taser incident because it had public interest, we decided to read 
the argumentation thread much like a content analysis, defined by Thomas 
Huckin as “the identifying, quantifying, and analyzing of specific words, phrases, 
concepts, or other observable semantic data” to uncover “some underlying 
thematic or rhetorical pattern” (14). If we apply Huckin’s criteria rigorously, we 
may not be at liberty to call our study a “true” content analysis because we did 
not approach our texts with the semantic precision and inter-rater reliability 
that constitutes the objectivity often prized in content analysis (Huckin 29). 
Still, we consider what we found enlightening enough to offer it here. 

Before we began, we selected criteria that can be expressed in these 
questions: 

 1. Did participants actually make an argument—did they respond with a 
claim plus a reason for supporting that claim?

 2. Was there a genuine dialogue going on—did participants respond 
to each other, demonstrating that they were not merely exchanging 
stichomythic monologues without the “clinching interlocking claws” of 
engagement?; and 

 3. Did participants recognize a need to engage critically with each other—
were there any gestures towards establishing stasis with other arguers 
or questioning the reasonableness of previous arguments? 

In our judgment, these three criteria represent a baseline for any effective 
informal dialectic, and similar principles can be found in the scholarship on 
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deliberative democracy. We settled on the third criterion, stasis, by assuming 
that all argumentation must begin with agreement on what is at issue. To take 
abortion as a conspicuous example, progressive argumentation cannot proceed 
if one party is arguing about the definition of “life” (stasis of definition) and the 
other is arguing about the “right” (stasis of quality) of a woman to terminate 
a pregnancy (see Crowley and Hawhee). 

What we discovered in our analysis is that even in a casual, anonymous, 
often frivolous venue such as YouTube, adhocracies can emerge, constituted 
by the rhetorical back-and-forthness of users who push against each other in 
a stichomythia of deliberation open to all. As Table 1 indicates, in our sample 
of the first five hundred (of what would eventually approach over thirty-five 
thousand) comments, we discovered that 66 percent of respondents made what 
we would consider an argument—a claim with a reason. Whether their reasons 
are actually good or not is another question, but at least we saw a predominant 
trend of at least attempting to provide good reasons to accept a claim. We were 
also pleased to discover that more than half of the comments were directed to 
other users who had made previous arguments, suggesting that the majority 
of users were engaging with other users rather than exchanging intersecting 
monologues. Early on in the comment thread, user “GreenEggsAndSlam” argued 
that the student audience at the town hall meeting “sat casually watching” when 
they should have tried to stop the police officers from forcibly removing Meyer. 
This is a provocative argument, and it was taken seriously by other users later 
down the thread, one arguing that the audience could not have “attacked” the 
cops with any useful outcome and another arguing that a sheep mentality kept 
the other students in their seats. Another user counterargued that the other 
students did the right thing by staying in their seats, since Meyer was “punching 
cops,” and this argument received criticism from two other users who provided 
their own arguments. Like many online rhetorical situations, these exchanges 
came in cycles, with new users responding to more recent posts to the thread 
rather than earlier ones, keeping the discussion in constant churn. 

Categories of Argumentation % of 500 Comments

Comments exhibiting a claim with reasons 66%

Comments in response to another comment 53%

Comments exhibiting an argument at stasis 40%

Table 1
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We also noticed a high rate of arguments at stasis, or at least a higher rate 
than we expected. 40 percent of the posts made arguments on one side of what 
could be reconstructed by a rhetor as a clear, possibly constructive disagree-
ment. Stasis is achieved, according to Sharon Crowley and Debra Hawhee, when 
interlocutors understand what is at issue and can disagree with some level of 
clarity. For example, stasis is achieved, in the case of Meyer’s tasing, when we 
argue that the police either used excessive force or they did not. True, we do 
not want to endorse binary yes/no thinking about important public issues, but 
to disagree constructively with someone through informal dialectic, we must 
meet interlocutors where they “stand” (which relates back to the original Greek 
meaning of the word “stasis”) or skillfully “move the argument away from stasis” 
to demonstrate that the issue is multifaceted (Crowley and Hawhee 54). Almost 
all of the stasis arguments we discovered in the thread we examined argued 
from the stasis of quality via imputation: users believed someone should be 
blamed for making a bad moral decision. 

Table 2 shows how often users made arguments at quality stasis by blaming 
(or not blaming) Meyer, the University of Florida police, the student audience, 
or John Kerry, who stood on the stage while the police carted Meyer to the back 
of the auditorium where he was tased. 

Not surprisingly, the most popular arguments in this category involved 
Meyer himself, making up 75 percent of all arguments in our sample at stasis. 
“He had every right to ask a question,” asserted one user. “I understand the 
police being there, but he was not threatening Kerry’s safety.” Another user, 
“MonkeyMechX2,” responded with one of the more developed arguments in 
the thread, and a back-and-forth ensued: 

Stasis arguments # of comments (of 195 total) % of total comments at stasis

Meyer at fault / not at fault 146 75%

Police used / did not use 
excessive force

19 10%

Audience at fault / not at 
fault (for their inaction)

20 10%

John Kerry should / should 
not share the blame

10 5%

Table 2
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No, he didn’t have a right to ask a question beyond his allotted amount. It’s not his 
property, it’s not a free forum. It’s a privilege given by the owners of the school for 
him to speak for a moment, then to sit down and have it answered. This guy was 
looking for trouble, and if we let people like him have their way, then no one else 
gets to talk. In your society, he’d be able to incite a riot and make sure no private 
institution ever sponsored a chance for communication ever again.  

“Monkeymech,” responded another user, “the owners of the school are the state 
and its citizens. The kid has as much right to be there and speak his opinion 
as did Kerry. It WAS a public forum. You have a very warped perception to ac-
tually think that censuring him SUPPORTED free speech. This was a travesty 
of the first amendment!” “MonkeyMechX2” pushed against this post with 
another long post, arguing that Meyer’s right to free speech was contingent on 
his willingness to abide by the rules of the venue owners: “He broke the terms 
and thus infringed on the speaking turns of others participating. There’s no 
martial law, but if you allow morons like this their way, you get a lot of people 
yelling ‘Fire’ in theaters.” The argument then moved beyond Meyer’s free speech 
rights and addressed the issue of whether or not he posed a physical threat to 
Kerry or the police officers—still at the quality stasis of “Meyer was at fault / 
Meyer was not at fault.” 

As was expected, we found far fewer long posts such as these in the 
thread we followed. What we do not get from these exchanges, of course, is 
much elaboration. We’ve used the word stichomythia to invoke the rapid-fire 
argumentation that takes place in many online venues on YouTube and beyond. 
We also have to deal with the issue of anonymity: users have no motivation to 
reveal their true identity or how they personally have a stake in the outcome of 
the argument. By posting on the thread, they imply at least some ownership of 
the public problem presented dramatically in the amateur digital video of the 
incident. But the fly-by-night anonymity of this particular adhocracy increases 
the likelihood of people engaging in ad hominem attacks (“you are a moron!” 
was popular in the thread we examined) and other deliberative sabotage. Those 
moves also make the threads more fun to read, but that point doesn’t help our 
argument much. 

In spite of these drawbacks and more, we find much in this debate to be 
excited about. We discovered a writing venue, converged with other developing 
media, that invites strangers to engage in the back-and-forthness of rhetoric 
with a vitality often missing from the argumentative writing our students 
participate in. Users took turns reading each other’s arguments, writing their 
own in response, and reading and responding to further counterarguments 
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that challenged their position. In spite of their flaws, users demonstrated a 
surprising degree of rhetorical literacy in the way they made claims, responded 
to claims, and established stasis with other users in an informal dialectic that 
has rolled on for months now, and may (for all we know) keep rolling on indefi-
nitely as a cyber-Burkean parlor of back-and-forthness. These are the parlors 
our students are drawn to, and they can be strong contributing factors in how 
students develop rhetorical literacy and how we teach it. 

IV. Implications and Applications
Our brief analysis of a YouTube debate is an insufficient snapshot of deliberative 
possibilities available to our students on the Web. We cannot offer anything 
conclusive about the true character of online deliberation or the future of Web 
back-and-forthness, nor do we want to suggest that back-and-forth writing is a 
panacea for the challenges we face as we seek to educate writers for future civic 
engagement. Yet rhetorical theory helps us extract from this YouTube exchange 
some normative principles of argumentation that may help us rediscover back-
and-forthness as a pedagogical tool—a tool responsive to the advances of digital 
literacy in Web 2.0 culture. We must continue to analyze online public discourse 
not only as a descriptive exercise but also as a prescriptive exercise that helps us 
engage in our own back-and-forths about what, how, and why we should teach 
students as future public actors. We may also productively assign students to 
analyze such debates using the inventive strategies of rhetoric as we do here, 
but our focus is on how we can teach students to participate in back-and-forths 
with a developing critical dynamis enhanced by dialectical principles. 

Because writing teachers have specific goals about how we want students 
to develop arguments, it would not be helpful to endorse a pedagogy that 
invites students to imitate debates like the one we followed on YouTube. We 
often want more than “lol” in response to a writing prompt (though such ab-
breviations might speed things up at grading time). Nevertheless our informal 
content analysis has pedagogical implications, not the least of which is that 
good arguments and assertive arguments in online forums garner responses 
more often than emotive or flippant assertions. We also learned that online 
forums create ecologies of argument attuned to dialectical public engagement 
in ways that should lead us to rethink classroom writing. If anything, YouTube 
debates (and MySpace debates and MetaCritic debates and Digg debates, etc.) 
can help us understand how best to bridge informal online literacies with the 
intellectual practices we want to see in a rhetorically literate citizenry. With 
a little ingenuity we can combine the back and forth vitality of these ad hoc 
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deliberations with the principles of rhetoric and composition to create a hybrid 
writing activity that, in our experience, students respond to with enthusiasm. 

What we are suggesting is similar to the “Brain Tennis” articles that used 
to run on the now defunct Hotwired Web magazine, precursor to Wired and 
the first commercial Web magazine in history. For “Brain Tennis,” two writ-
ers would agree on a topic of public importance (such as campaign finance 
reform), and then the first writer would post a three-paragraph argument on 
the subject. The second writer would have a brief period to respond in kind 
with an alternative argument, with refutation but also with assertion. The 
exchange would go on for four or five more turns at talk each. The purpose of 
the exchange was not necessarily to resolve the issue but to participate in an 
informal dialectic by exploring the viability of important claims and engage in 
a critical activity. Though participants in “Brain Tennis” often took up points 
of view arbitrarily for the occasion, there are similar instances of informal dia-
lectical writing where honestly held opinions bump into each other. In addition 
to websites like debatapedia, where genuine differences are hashed out in the 
back-and-forthness of a wiki medium, a Harvard alum has recently launched 
bigthink.com, a multimedia, user-generated website that apparently wants to 
be a more intellectual cousin of YouTube by inviting international scholars to 
give their own arguments, via video or text, about pressing public issues and 
invite anyone to respond. 

We suggest assignments that invite students to carry on such informal 
dialectical exchanges in writing in the protopublic classroom as part of the 
instruction and assessment of writing (i.e., and not simply as a way to invent 
arguments or have class discussions). One of the present authors has experi-
mented with informal dialectic in honors first-year writing classes at Brigham 
Young University and the University of Arizona. At the beginning of the se-
mester students had readings on argumentation prepared by the instructor 
from a variety of writers such as Deborah Tannen, Ben Franklin, Perelman and 
Olbrechts-Tyteca, and Fulkerson. They then practiced analyzing arguments 
through informal class debates and class readings. The first goal was to develop 
in students a working rhetorical vocabulary of argumentation strategies that 
would give them copia when the time came to engage in informal dialectic 
with someone else in the class. Students then submitted topics important to 
them as members of different publics such as the university, volunteer groups, 
or the country. They were then paired off with someone of similar interests 
and invited to begin the informal dialectic by taking contrary positions and 
having one of the pair start the argument via email or on Caucus, an online 
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course management program. (This activity can just as easily be carried out 
offline by exchanging papers.) Each student could write as long as he or she 
wanted when it was his or her turn at talk, but each entry had to be at least 
eight hundred words, and they had to pass the argument back and forth at 
least three times. In this way, dialectic’s procedural quality was consciously 
built into the assignment itself.

We assume that for some readers this approach sounds like what Wayne 
Booth calls “win-rhetoric”—the eristic method of arguing in which partici-
pants want only to destroy their opponents (Rhetoric of Rhetoric 43). Rather, 
the tenor of the instruction, and in fact the assessment of the writing, encour-
aged students to practice Booth’s “listening-rhetoric” through which “each 
side attempts to think about the arguments presented by the other side” to 
pursue, through critical inquiry, “a new reality” (47; emphasis in original). The 
students were told up front that the purpose of the exchange was not to win 
the argumentation but to explore the strength of proposed arguments, their 
claims and reasons. Ultimately their grade on the assignment would depend 
not only on how they support their arguments through intrinsic or extrinsic 
evidence but also on how carefully they consider the counterargument and its 
evidence in their responses. In an informal dialectic, we encourage students to 
make sincere concessions to the other side when, again as Booth puts it, they 
have “no particular, concrete grounds” to reject an argument (Modern Dogma 
40). Such an approach unites key WPA Outcomes from first-year writing: criti-
cal thinking, critical reading, and critical writing. 

Though we have not provided specific curricular details about how an 
informal dialectic can unfold in college writing, we hope we have conveyed 
at least the spirit of it. We do not want to suggest that every class and every 
assignment should adopt the back-and-forthness of deliberative argument, 
nor do we want to fully endorse the method we have described in the last two 
paragraphs. We see problems with this approach, not the least of which is the 
logistics of pairing up arguers. In addition, we accept the fact that assigning 
students to assume a stance on an issue, even if only as a critical exercise, is 
less desirable than letting students write about what they are truly passionate 
about. We are also sympathetic to the critique, recently made by the philosopher 
Kwame Anthony Appiah in Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a World of Strangers, that 
what is most needed now is not argumentation but cross-cultural conversation 
devoid of critical talk about what is reasonable or not. In some settings, such 
conversations, though not critical, can be as procedural and progressive as the 
best informal dialectic. 
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At the same time we find it necessary to teach students how to be criti-
cal, conscientious arguers in the publics they inhabit, including those online 
adhocracies such as YouTube. With the advances of online applications and 
the ever-progressive corpus of literature in our own field, we see exciting pros-
pects for engaging students in the back-and-forthness of rhetoric as a means 
of fostering civic education. An informal dialectic invites the kind of synthesis 
of critical thinking, tolerance, listening-rhetoric, answerability, and reason-
giving that specialists in civic education encourage (see Colby et al.). If we are 
invested in teaching rhetoric for civic engagement, it may not be enough to 
assign students to write us an argument, using professional sources frozen in 
print, and call it a dialogue. We can also show them what it means to engage in 
the back-and-forthness of rhetoric that transcends intersecting monologues, 
helping us develop political wisdom to navigate our way through the tasing of 
students and other public problems. 
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